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Motivation

Software product line engineering (SPLE) [5,11] aims to develop a family of
software-intensive systems via systematic, large-scale reuse in order to reduce
time-to-market and costs and to increase the quality of individual products. In
order to achieve these goals, formal methods oﬀer promising analysis techniques,
which are best applied throughout the product-line lifecycle so as to maximize
their overall eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness.
While some analysis approaches (e.g. for feature modeling and variant management) and formal methods and automated veriﬁcation techniques and tools
(e.g. CSPs, SAT solvers, model checkers and formal semantics of variability models) have already been applied to SPLE (cf. [12,3,13] and the references therein),
a considerable potential still appears to be unexploited. In fact, despite the work
that we just mentioned, the respective communities (SPLE, formal methods and
analysis tools) are only loosely connected.
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Goals

This track brings together researchers and practitioners interested in raising the
eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of SPLE by applying formal methods and innovative
analysis techniques. Participants review the state-of-the-art and practice in their
respective ﬁelds, identify further promising application areas, report practical
requirements and constraints from real-world product lines, discuss drawbacks
and complements of the various approaches, or present recent emerging ideas
and results. The two long-term objectives of the FMSPLE workshop series are:
1. to raise awareness and to ﬁnd a common understanding of practical challenges and existing solution approaches in the diﬀerent communities working
on formal methods and analyses techniques for SPLE, and
2. to create a broader community interested in formal methods and analysis
techniques for SPLs in order to keep SPLE research and tools up-to-date
with the latest technologies and with practical challenges.
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While in the previous four years, FMSPLE has successfully been held as a workshop aﬃliated with the international Software Product Line Conference (SPLC),
its 5th edition is held as a track at ISoLA in order to facilitate discussions with
other application domains of formal methods, veriﬁcation and validation. Its 6th
edition will be held as a workshop at ETAPS 2015. Because of the highly interactive format of ISoLA tracks, locating FMSPLE as a track at ISoLA oﬀers an
excellent opportunity for exchanging results and experiences of applying formal
methods and analysis techniques between SPLE and other application domains.
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Contributions

The contributions of this track are separated into two parts. The ﬁrst part consists of formal modeling approaches for variable software. The second part considers formal analysis, testing and veriﬁcation techniques for variant-rich software
systems and SPLs.
Part 1: Formal Modeling. Iosif-Lazar et al. [9] present a core calculus for
separate variability modeling. The approach is inspired from the Common Variability Language (CVL), but aims at unifying other variability modeling approaches such as Delta Modeling and Orthogonal Variability Modeling (OVM).
The introduced language, Featherweight VML, contains a single kind of variation point to deﬁne transformations of software artifacts in object models. Its
semantics comprehensively formalizes variant derivation, encompassing feature
models, variation points, implementation artifacts and transformations.
Collet [6] focuses on the modeling and management of multiple and complex feature models. This paper reports on the development and evolution of
the FAMILIAR domain-speciﬁc language (for FeAture Model scrIpt Language
for manIpulation and Automatic Reasoning) and toolset. The author presents
the FAMILIAR language and discusses its various applications with advantages
and drawbacks. Furthermore, he identiﬁes challenges for feature modeling and
management in the near future.
Damiani et al. [7] present a programming language approach for SPLs that
builds on their existing work on delta-oriented programming and trait-based
implementation of SPLs. In this approach, program modiﬁcations are expressed
by delta modules which rely on the trait composition mechanism. This smooth
integration of the modularity mechanisms provided by delta modules and traits
constitutes a new approach for programming SPLs which is particularly well
suited for evolving SPLs.
Broch Johnsen et al. [4] focus on deployment variability in virtualized product
lines. Their approach is based on the ABS language which supports deployment
models with a separation of concerns between execution cost and server capacity.
This allows the model-based assessment of deployment choices on a product’s
quality of service. In this paper, the authors combine deployment models with
the delta-oriented variability modeling to capture deployment choices as features
when designing a family of products.
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Part 2: Formal Analysis, Testing and Verification. Lochau et al. [10]
propose a delta-oriented extension to the process calculus CCS, called DeltaCCS,
that allows for modular reasoning about behavioral variability. In DeltaCCS,
modular change directives, i.e. deltas, are applied to core processes in order
to alter term rewriting semantics. Variability-aware congruences capture the
preservation of behavioral properties deﬁned by the modal µ-calculus between
diﬀerent CCS variants. A DeltaCCS model checker allows to eﬃciently verify
the members of a family of process variants.
Devroey et al. [8] focus on coverage criteria for model-based testing of SPLs
based on Featured Transition Systems (FTS). FTSs constitute a family-based
representation of SPLs extending labeled transition systems such that transitions are moreover tagged with a feature. The authors deﬁne several FTS-aware
structural testing coverage criteria and combine these with usage-based testing
for conﬁgurable websites.
Ter Beek et al. [2] apply variability analyses on a small bike-sharing product
line. To this aim, they adopt a chain of existing feature modeling and variability
analysis tools (including S.P.L.O.T., FeatureIDE, Clafer, ClaferMOO and VMC)
to specify a discrete feature model, non-functional quantitative properties and a
behavioral model, and to perform a quantitative evaluation of the attributes of
products and model checking over value-passing modal speciﬁcations.
Ter Beek and De Vink [1] present a proof-of-concept of a feature-oriented modular veriﬁcation technique for analyzing the behavior of SPLs with the mCRL2
toolset. The behavioral model of a SPL is modularized into components, based
on feature-driven borders, with interfaces that allow a driver process to glue
them back together on the ﬂy. This is a powerful abstraction technique that
eases the model checking task, since it allows mCRL2 to concentrate on the
relevant components (features) for a speciﬁc property, and moreover allows the
result to be reused in other settings.
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